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01GAME
DESCRIPTION

Kick up your heels and get ready to rumble with a motley group of warring tribes in an epic medieval 

fantasy adventure.

BRAWL at the REDCAP INN is a Dual Reel 100 line slot game offering the player twice as much fun. 

Enjoy spinning up Stacked Symbols that provide more wins and watch out for the Wild Swap Feature, 

where any Wilds landing on each reel set are replicated on the opposing one. If Wilds land in the 

same position simultaneously, they become x5 Multiplier Wilds. 

Still wanting more then enter the Held Wild Free Games Feature. Starting with 10 free spins where Still wanting more then enter the Held Wild Free Games Feature. Starting with 10 free spins where 

Stacked Symbols and the Wild Swap Feature are retained with the added benefit of having Sticky 

Wilds that maximise your win potential. Landing 5 scatters retriggers the feature and ensures the fun 

continues. 

Full of excitement and mayhem, this game is bound to quench your thirst for BIG WINS!!!



02GENERAL
INFORMATION

Game Type

Default Bet Size (€)

Def. Coin Value Range (€)

Number of Paylines

Def. Bet Range (€) 

Supporting Currencies AMD ARS AUD BGN BRL CAD CHF CLP CNY CZK 
DKK EUR GBP GEL HKD HRK HUF IDR ILS INR ISK 
JPY KRW KZT MXN MYR NOK NZD PEN PLN RON 
RUB SEK SGD THB TRY TWD UAH USD VND ZAR

0.20€ - 10.00€

50lines

0.01€ – 0.50€

1.00€

Video Slot



03GAME
FEATURES

The total bet is 20 multiplied by the coin value.

All wins on played lines only except scatters.

All wins multiplied by the coin value, except scatters.

All wins begin on the leftmost reel and pay left to right on adjacent reels, except scatters.

WILD substitutes for all symbols except SCATTER

Base Game

5 or more Scatters across both reel sets triggers the Free Games Feature

10 Free Games are awarded.

Wild Swap functionality is still active during Free Games, including Multiplier Wilds

Any Wilds that appear are held in that position for the remainder of the free games

Scatters appearing in a position where a Wild will be copied to, are still counted in determining if free 

games are re-triggered

Scatters appearing in a position where a Wild is held, are not counted in determining if free games Scatters appearing in a position where a Wild is held, are not counted in determining if free games 

are re-triggered

Free Games Feature can be triggered again during the Free Games Feature.

Coin value is the same as the game that triggered the Free Games Feature.

Free Games Feature

Any Wild appearing on either reel window is copied to the same position on the other reel window.

Wild symbols are copied to the other reels before adjudging any wins

Scatters appearing in a position where a Wild will be copied to, are still counted in determining if free 

games are triggered

If Wilds land in the same position on both reels sets simultaneously, they are still copied, but become 

Multiplier Wilds with a x5 multiplier attached to them

Wild Swap



04GAME
RULES

BRAWL at the REDCAP INN is a video slot with 2 reel sets of 50 lines each. It features stacked sym-

bols and Wild Swap functionality where any Wilds landing on each reel set are copied to the other. If 

Wilds land in the same position simultaneously, they become x5 Multiplier Wilds. The Held Wild Free 

Games Feature retains Wild Swap functionality with Wilds also held for any remaining free games.

About the Game

The overall theoretical return to player is 96.04%.

The maximum recorded win is x9224  and it happened once times in 1.000.000.000 simulated game 

rounds.

Average Return per 1 Euro: 96.04%.

Return to Player

Choose your bet value.

There are 2 reel sets and 50 lines are played on each reel set for a total of 100 lines

Winning combinations and payouts are made according to the paytable.

Highest win only on each line.

All wins begin with leftmost reel and pay left to right on adjacent reels, except Scatter which pay any.

All wins on played lines only except Scatter.

Wins on different lines are added.Wins on different lines are added.

Wild substitutes for all symbols, except Scatter.

Game Rules

Any Wild appearing on either reel set is copied to the same position on the other reel set.

Wilds landing in the same position on both reels sets simultaneously become x5 Multiplier Wilds.

Scatter symbols appearing in a position where a Wild will be copied to are counted in determining if 

free games are triggered/re-triggered.

Wild Swap



5 or more Scatters across both reel sets triggers the Held Wild Free Games Feature.

10 Free Games are awarded.

Any Wilds or x5 Multiplier Wilds that appear are held in that position for the remainder of the free 

games.

Held Wild Free Games Feature can be triggered again during the Held Wild Free Games Feature if 5 

or more Scatters appear across both reel sets.

Bet value is the same as the game that triggered the Held Wild Free Games Feature.Bet value is the same as the game that triggered the Held Wild Free Games Feature.

Held Wild Free Games Feature

Select the bet value.

Press the Spin Button to start game.

How to Play

Number of Spins: The Autoplay session will stop when the selected number of spins has been 

reached.

Loss Limit: The Autoplay session will stop if your total loss for the Autospin session is equal to or ex-

ceeds the selected limit.

Single Win Limit: The Autoplay session will stop if the win on a single spin is equal to or exceeds the 

selected limit.

Autoplay Options (if available)

Each symbol's payout is listed in the paytable for all wins.

How to Calculate Wins

Click the options icon to expand or collapse the options tray.

Volume - Turns the sounds on or off.

Paytable - Explains the main features in the game, displays all payouts and shows the lines or ways 

to win.

Settings - Volume, Sound and Music.

Game Rules - Opens the rules of the game.

History - If this feature is enabled on your gaming website, you may review and replay your last 10 History - If this feature is enabled on your gaming website, you may review and replay your last 10 

game rounds.

Game Options
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Return to Player

Default Maximum Win

Default Maximum Win (€)

Hit Frequency

Hit Frequency Into Free Spins

Volatility High

0.64%

36.38%

368960

9224x total bet

96.04%

GAME
PAYOUT



06GAME
PAYTABLE



07GAME
PANEL

A. Bet - The bet is always 20 per spin.

B. Bet Value - Changes the Total Bet size by changing the bet value.

C. Total bet - Shows the total bet at the selected bet value multiplied by the bet.

D. Max Bet - Sets the bet value to the largest available. Pressing the button a second time returns it 

to its original state (Desktop only).

E. Spin Button - Starts the game.

F. Autoplay Button (if available) - Opens the Autoplay Options. If Autoplay is active, clicking the F. Autoplay Button (if available) - Opens the Autoplay Options. If Autoplay is active, clicking the 

button stops Autoplay.

 % Button (if available) - Opens the RTP Information Panel, which displays RTP and Maximum win in-

formation.

G.Win - Displays the win for the current or last payout step.

H. Balance - Displays the player's account balance.

Stop Button - Stop the game. 

Space Bar - Press the space bar to spin.

KEYBOARD SHORTCUTS

A B C D E F G H



08OPTIONS
PANEL

Click The options icon to expand or collapse the options tray.

Turns the sounds on or off

Back to the lobby

Opens the paytable

Opens the Settings panel

Opens the Gamerules

Opens the History



09ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION

If the game is interrupted during play, players can replay the game round after restarting the game.

If the player chooses to skip the replay, their win will be added to their balance immediately.

In any situation where the replay-functionality is not sufficient, please contact the gaming website’s 

support team.

In the event of malfunction of the gaming hardware/software, all affected game bets and payouts are 

rendered void and all affected bets are refunded.

This This is game rules version 1.0, dated 09/08/2021. To make available any previous version, This This is game rules version 1.0, dated 09/08/2021. To make available any previous version, 

please use 

the contact form at http://www.yggdrasilgaming.com/en/contact-us
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BROWSER

Safari 

Opera

Internet Explore

Firefox

Chrome 58

33

11

57

13.0.3

MINIMUM VERSION 

TECHNICAL
INFORMATION


